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Fenwick Primary School                               

Remote delivery & the John Muir Award - adapting during Covid-19 restrictions. 

Mrs Eccleston P7 teacher has included outdoor learning and wider achievement as part of her 

remote learning opportunities. 

Using nearby nature – Due to restrictions local greenspace and gardens were the chosen wild 

places. Mrs Eccleston offered regular outdoor challenges helping pupils make activities work for 

them and their wild places, they then fed back to the class through email and live lessons.  

Primary 7 have worked on the four challenges of their John Muir Award during their home schooling. 

Discover In my homeland of Scotland - Photographs of our wild places.  

 

Conserve take practical action, Tessa made a pond for her 

garden.                                                    

  

Share – Thanks to Tessa, 

Oliver and Mrs Eccleston 

sharing some of their John 

Muir Award challenges with 

us. 

If you would like support with outdoor learning ideas Learning 

Outdoors Support Team and for John Muir Award remote delivery 

Remote delivery John Muir Award 

 

Tessa also recorded which birds 

visited her wild place.  

In my homelands of Scotland, the 

weather seems to change every 

second, one second it’s pouring 

buckets, the next it’s sunny as if 

the sun has been beckoned. 

One second it’s cloudy as hell, the 

next is so bright you need 

sunglasses over your eyes, one 

second it feels like Antarctica 

outside, the next so boiling you 

may think you are in the jungles 

eye. 

One second it could be covered in 

snow, the next it could be as 

green as a football pitch, one 

second it is thundering and 

lightening, the next the sky is so 

blue it looks lie a glitch. 

I hope you understand how crazy 

the weather is, you cant even get 

a reliable forecast, in my 

homeland of Scotland, the 

amount of weather is nothing to 

a bore cast. 

By Oliver 

 

Explore – Find out more about 

your wild places, experience all 

weather. 

“It was great fun putting my pond 

together, I even found a slate for 

frogs to use to get in easier and use 

as a diving board” Tessa 

https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/ea/learningoutdoorssupportteam/home/learning-at-home/
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/ea/learningoutdoorssupportteam/home/learning-at-home/
https://www.johnmuirtrust.org/assets/000/004/753/Remote_delivery_and_the_John_Muir_Award_original.pdf?1611741782

